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Key Features
• Applies to all Genie®
scissor and S and Z boom
lifts
• Up to three years
retroactive
• Maintenance procedures
reduced, or even
eliminated, to save time
and labor costs
• 24 manuals for booms
and 6 for scissors now
condensed into one
easy-to-use manual for
each family
• Booms service part
number 1268489 and
Scissors service part
number 1272215

NEW MAINTENANCE PROTOCOL
STREAMLINES BOOM & SCISSOR
LIFT CARE
When it comes to maintaining your
equipment, Genie just made completing
routine tasks a whole lot easier.
To make completing routine tasks
more manageable, Genie has designed
a new approach to boom & scissor
lift maintenance that condenses
procedures into one manual, simplifies
tasks, extends service intervals so
the whole process takes less time to
complete.
Previously, Genie® lifts were subject
to several different maintenance
protocols (depending on model) and
required 24 separate boom manuals
and 6 scissor manuals to help you
maintain your equipment. We have
streamlined protocols and now offer
one condensed, easy-to-use manual,
for each family. This will help lower your
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total cost of ownership and drive your
rental return on invested capital (rROIC).
These manuals may be accessed
either in hard copy or downloaded
from the genielift.com.au/genie360/
servicemaintenance.
The new, one-stop maintenance
manuals for all Genie boom &
scissor lifts contains complete
performance specifications, as well
as new extended service intervals
recommendations and a streamlined
list of maintenance tasks. The new
program will help your Genie boom
and scissor lifts to spend less time in
the shop and more time out on rent.

Uptime Focused
Genie quality is defined by uptime in the
field and rROIC. Our industry-leading
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reliable equipment is designed and built
to make rental customers’ jobs easier
and more profitable.
Another key to positively impacting your
rROIC is to reduce the cost in time and
money needed to maintain equipment.
That’s why our team spent months
in the field to better understand how
scheduled maintenance fits into rental
customers’ operations.
The result: A new approach to
maintenance that has standardised
the processes across the entire Genie
boom & scissor product lines. This new
approach makes scheduled maintenance
less time consuming and fits with the
way our customers work.

Reduce Maintenance Time,
Increase Savings

Click here to download the Booms
Maintenance Manual

Many periodic procedures have moved
from quarterly and semi-annually to
annually. Commissioning has changed,
too. For boom lifts, rather than perform
some of the tasks at the 30-hour mark
and some at 50 hours or longer, now all
of the commissioning assignments are
set for 50 hours and 150 hours.
Extending our boom equipment’s service
schedules saves customers time and
money because Genie machines will
stay out on rent rather than in the shop.
We estimate these changes could save
your service team 20-25% on service
resources per boom.
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Download the new manual for
Genie scissor and S and Z boom lifts
now at genielift.com.au/genie360/
servicemaintenance or order a hard
copy using service part number
1268489 for booms and 1272215 for
scissors.

Click here to download the
Scissors Maintenance Manual
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